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Epicia is a fantasy world with magic, castles, dragons, creatures, and corrupted kings. The game's
player is a king of one of those kingdoms. The overall goal of the game is to conquer your enemy's
castle. Every new faction has access to lesser, more cost-effective resource gathering bonuses, and
thus their armies have higher starting strength. It's possible to attack another kingdom and merge
into it, or attack another faction and get 100% of resources. It's also possible to attack enemies
corrupted by sleeping dragons, which makes them much stronger, but they will be aroused and start
attacking any kingdom if you do this. All kingdoms have 16 possible alliances. [EN] Press content
from the game is presented in English language. [FR] Press content from the game is presented in
French language. [DE] Press content from the game is presented in German language. How to install:
In your character's kingdom go to "My kingdom" and press "Create [Player's Name]". In the NEW
MENU press "Options" and then "Packages". Press "Add external". Find "Epicia" and press "Install".
When the installation is done, go back to options and press "Start". Uninstall the game Open your
game directory. Extract the archive to this directory. Delete the Epicia folder. You can now start the
game. How to play: Main menu of the game: Select "Play". Select "Control" and use the left or right
arrow keys to navigate and the up and down arrow keys to change the camera view. Press "PLAY" to
play. Gameplay: Select a kingdom and you can see a map. Press "C" to change camera. Press the
right arrow to move. Press the spacebar to pause the game. Press "L" to lock camera view. Press "E"
to bring up inventory where you can change your options, craft and fight. Press "D" to drop the
game. Press "S" to select sleep mode. Press "Q" to quit. Notes: All creatures, creatures injured,
states of health bars will be translated automatically from French. All screenshots and videos are
from a French translation. Any feedback is appreciated. [FR] Version 1.7 by Raphaël (

Features Key:

29 Hot tracks - over 2500 jamming beats!
Hot New Drums - 60 fresh drums from new releases from Samplersound.com and
Orchestral Guide
Over 100 Bass Tracks - Bass chords and melodies.
Key Snaps
370 Samples - Aphex Twin, Dubstep, Suicide Circus, Dub War Pigs, etc...
Brand new Deep Uprooted Drummer featuring in this pack: David Vangelis, Artur, Matt
Mabunda
Essential Percussion from Samplersound.com:

Omni Womx
Toydot
Fifenak
Jumin
Yolo
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